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September 6th - 9th, 
2018 

Flugnir  Breeding 
Evaluat ion & Toppur  
Sport  Show at  
Harmony Icelandics  in  
Peru,  Iowa 

UPCOMING 
EVENTS 

September 21st - 23rd, 
2018

Trai l  R iding & 
Camping at  Deb & 
Steve Cook's  Farm in  
Waseca,  MN

October 19th - 21st, 
2018

Fal l  Roundup at  
Winterhorse  Park  in  
Eagle,  WI  

V is i t  our  website  at  
www.f lugnir .org  for  
addit ional  event  
information 

Intro to Icies
BY ABBI LARSON

Abbi Larson is a sophomore in high school and has been riding horses 

for seven years with a background in dressage and driving. She has won 

numerous classes in Norwegian Fjord horse shows and rode her first 

Icelandic horse last year. 

 

Earlier this year in June, I was invited to go on a trail ride with 

members of Flugnir. It was an amazing experience! I would definitely 

recommend it. This was only my second time riding an Icelandic, and I 

rode Susy Oliver's gelding, Keli from Tolthaven (pictured above). He 

had such a calm personality, yet an eagerness to push forward. Only 

having ridden the tolt once before, I learned the differences in your 

seat between riding a gaited versus non-gaited horse. Tolting on an 

open path is now one of my favorite ways to ride on a trail, with it 

being fast and fun, yet smooth and comfortable. But what I think I 

enjoyed better yet, was the people. Going on a trail ride with the 

group is a great way to get to know everyone, and have fun at the 

same time. Making better friendships and learning about the Icelandic 

breed, all while on top of a horse, is the best way to spend an 

afternoon, in my opinion! So, if you ever get an offer to go on a relaxed 

ride with some cute horses and good friends, surely take the chance! 
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Equine teeth are self-sharpening, constantly-erupting grinding machines. Young equids have long teeth that gradually 

wear away (averaging 1/8” per year), until they are no longer effective at grinding up grass/hay (typically in the 

animal’s mid-late 20s). Wherever a tooth is not being worn away by an opposite tooth, it becomes long, sharp, or tall. 

 

Due to their anatomy, normal equids develop sharp points along the cheek side of their upper teeth, and tongue side of 

their lower teeth. These points sometimes bother them while chewing grain or pellets, and when pressure is applied 

via halter or a bridle, causing the soft tissue of cheeks and tongue to be traumatized by those points. 

 

 

Floating is the process of removing sharp points and must be done with care to avoid harming the living tooth. 

Generally, Icelandic horses tend to develop sharp points more slowly than other breeds (every 1-2 years rather than 

every year), and when they do develop them, may not be bothered by them. Icelandics tend to have well aligned jaws, 

meaning that they don’t often get large malocclusions, (unless they have a missing or diseased tooth). 

 

 

While floating is the extent of dental care that most people consider for their equids, they can face several other 

diseases, which occur in Icelandic horses at the same rate as other breeds: abscessed, broken, crooked, extra, or 

missing teeth, in addition to periodontal (gum) disease, and caries (cavities). Some individuals are prone to the little 

understood disease known as Equine Odontoclastic Tooth Resorption and Hypercementosis (EOTRH), in which the 

front teeth are being eaten away by the body, which leaves holes in the teeth making them prone to infection. As the 

disease progresses, the teeth become very painful and extraction is recommended. 

 

 

As with most things, it is best to catch these disease processes early to minimize problems (e.g., extracting a tooth with 

an infection that is dying is less complicated than waiting until it abscesses and becomes a sinusitis). Equids often hide 

painful dental conditions from even their owners. Thus, a thorough examination with a speculum, light, mirror or 

endoscope and probe is essential, and x-rays may be required. While not all equids require floating or odontoplasty 

regularly, it is recommended that they receive a complete dental assessment annually. 

 

Long in the Tooth 
Guidelines for Equine Dental Care

BY LAURELYN KEENER, DVM 
NORTH WIND EQUINE, LLC

HOW EQUINE TEETH WORK

WHAT DENTAL CARE DO ICELANDIC HORSES NEED?

MORE THAN JUST FLOATING

EXAM BEST PRACTICES

The tooth pictured on the left side of 

the photo is from a 9 year old horse, 

while the tooth shown on the right is 

from a 30 year old horse.
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A STATE-OF-THE-ART FACILITY FOR 
BOARDING, BREEDING, TRAINING, SALES 

AND TEACHING 

SHELBYVILLE, KENTUCKY

WWW.LETTLEIKIICELANDICS.COM
Have a story, photo, or article for 

the next Flugnir Newsletter? 

We'd love to feature it! Send 

your submissions to 

flugnir@gmail.com so that they 

can be included in the next 

newsletter. Participation from 

the membership is vital to the 

success of the newsletter.

We Need You!

WINTERHORSE PARK 
ICELANDIC HORSE FARM 
EAGLE, WISCONSIN 

WWW.WINTERHORSE.COM


